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A GRAVITY MODEL DISTRIBUTION OF
TRUCK TRIPS IN TWO SMALL CITIES
INTRODUCTION
Background
This research was sponsored by the Kansas Highway Commission
in cooperation with the Civil Engineering Department of Kansas State
University at Manhattan, Kansas. The project was conceived as an
extension of research conducted by Dr. Bob L. Smith (l)* . Funds
were provided for financing the project by the Federal-Aid and Kansas
Highway Planning and Research Funds, administered by the Bureau of
Public Roads.
The increasing demands for travel facilities in our urban areas
have necessitated the application of sound planning principles to solve
the associated problems confronting the public highway agencies. In
order to make the planning decisions involved, information on the present
and expected travel patterns are required. New techniques are needed
to aid in gathering this information. Much research and investigation
has been made in recent years in the use of mathematical models to
synthesize the future travel patterns.
There have been a number of mathematical models developed for
use in transportation studies. These models are used to estimate
future traffic patterns by incorporating in the model the basic determi-
* Numbers in parentheses refer to items in the list of references.
nants of the existing traffic pattern. The "gravity model", based on
Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation, has had the widest acceptance
of all.
The use of the mathematical gravity model for the reproduction
of trips by passenger vehicles has received much attention in the recent
past with the increased need for efficient planning techniques. However,
little research has been conducted in the area of applying the gravity
model theory to trucks and other commercial vehicles. Truck trip
prediction in the past has often been handled by applying a growth factor
method to the existing truck trip configuration. One disadvantage of
this procedure is that a supplemental method must be used to estimate
future trips from zones which currently produce no trips.
The mathematical gravity model theory, by incorporating infor-
mation on the traffic configuration, the land use patterns and other social,
economic zonal characteristics in a reproducible relationship provides
a method of determining the future trip distribution. The parameters
which are used in this formulation must be readily obtainable in the
present, and predictable in the future. The accuracy of the predicted
trip distribution will depend largely on the accuracy with which these
parameters can be predicted in the future.
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to develop a mathematical model
(the gravity model) that would distribute internal commercial vehicle
trips among the various zones in a city in accordance with existing
distributions as measured by origin-destination (O-D) studies. Once
the applicability of the gravity model to truck trips was established,
the use of the gravity model as a tool for the estimation of the future
truck trip distribution was investigated.
Scope
The research was limited to those truck trips in Pittsburg and
Hutchinson, Kansas, two study cities, which had both trip ends within
the respective study areas. The areas studied are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2.
The truck trip information was taken from the comprehensive
O. D. survey data and no attempt was made to reduce the sample size,
as was the case in Smith's study ( l) . Two gravity model trip dis-
tributions were developed. The first was based on the O. D. survey
data of zonal trip productions and attractions while the second was
based on zonal productions and attractions in which multiple regression
analysis was used to obtain estimating equations based upon zonal
characteristics.
Gravity Model Theory
The form of the gravity model (3) used in this study was:
P. A, F. , K,
,
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purposes and where:
= Trips produced in zone i and attracted to zone j-
= Trips produced by zone i-
= Trips attracted by zone j.
= An empirically derived travel time factor which
expresses the average areawide effect of spatial
separation on the trip interchange between zones.
The measure of distance or spatial separation
between zones is usually the total travel time
between the centroids of zones i and j. The use
of this factor to express the effect of distance
between zones upon the zonal trip interchange,
rather than the previously used inverse exponen-
tial function of time, greatly simplifies the com-
putational requirements of this model. It also
provides for the consideration that the effect of
spatial separation generally increases as the
separation increases, particularly for some trip
purposes.
K. . = A specific zone- to- zone adjustment factor to allow
for the incorporation of the effect on travel patterns
of defined social or economic linkages not otherwise
accounted for in the gravity model formulation.
n = Total number of zones,
In applying the gravity model to trucks, all trips were treated as
non-home based trips since the characteristics of truck trips seem to
follow a similar pattern to that of the non-home based passenger vehicle
trips (l). In this research, for a given zone, truck trip productions were
trip origins and attractions were trip destinations.
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STUDY PROCEDURE
In order to carry out the objectives of the research, the study-
was divided into three phases. These were the development of equa-
tions to estimate the zonal productions and attractions from zonal
characteristics, the reproduction of origin-destination truck trip dis-
tribution within desired limits by the gravity model using actual pro-
ductions and attractions, and the reproduction of origin-destination
truck trip distribution using the estimated productions and attractions
as input for the gravity model.
The estimating equations were developed through the application
of the statistical method of multiple regression analysis to the zonal
characteristics obtained from the transportation surveys. This
analysis was expedited through the use of the Sixteen-twenty Card
Regression Analysis Program (SCRAP) from the IBM computer program
library (9)
.
The reproduction of the O. D. truck trip distribution by the gravity
model was achieved with the aid of a 1620 IBM computer and using pro-
grams developed by the Computer Section of the Kansas Highway Com-
mission.
The steps followed to complete the study were:
1. The preparation of O. D. data for research use.
2. The development of estimating equations from
multiple regression analysis for zonal trip
productions and attractions.
3. The application of the gravity model using O. D.
survey data trip productions and attractions.
4. The application of the gravity model using
estimated trip productions and attractions.
5. The analysis of results.
An examination of the performance of each of these steps will
be made in the remainder of the paper.
Descriptions of Study Cities
The two small cities selected for use in this research were
Hutchinson and Pittsburg, Kansas. These two cities were chosen since
they were typical of the small cities in Kansas and both had been the
subjects of transportation studies (4, 5). These studies included both
comprehensive internal origin-destination surveys and land use studies,
thereby providing all the information necessary for the gravity model
research.
The city of Hutchinson had a population of 37, 873 in l96l
with a population of approximately 41, 000 for the metropolitan area.
At this time it ranked fifth in population for the metropolitan centers
of the State. Of all the small cities of the State, it was surpassed
only by Salina in population.
The Hutchinson, Kansas origin- destination survey was conducted
in 1959 by the Kansas Highway Commission in cooperation with the City
of Hutchinson. The O. D. survey was made in accordance with the
standard procedures prescribed by the Bureau of Public Roads. The
home interview survey was made on a 20 per cent sample basis. There
were about I, 740 trucks in Hutchinson making approximately 11,480
internal trips.
Information from this origin- destination study along with data
from the land use study was used in this research. The grouping of
land use as employed in Hutchinson is listed below:
Residential
Manufacturing
Retail Trade
Wholesale and warehouse
Transportation
Construction
Personal, business, repair services and office
Government and utility
Other open space - streets, alleys, lakes
Recreation and institution
These groups were tabulated in 1000's of square feet.
The population of Pittsburh in i960 was 18, 678 while the Pitts-
burg metropolitan area, i. e. , including Frontenac, had a population
of 20, 391 as of that date. Of the metropolitan centers, Pittsburg
ranked tenth in the state in population in i960.
The comprehensive transportation study was conducted in Pitts-
burg in the summer of l96l, with the land use survey following in the
spring of 1962. These studies were made by a consultant for the City
of Pittsburg in cooperation with the Kansas Highway Commission. The
O. D. survey was conducted in accordance with Bureau of Public Roads
standards, using a 25 per cent sample on the dwelling unit portion of
the survey. The truck survey was taken on a I in 3 sample. There
were approximately 1, 170 trucks making 7, 100 internal trips in
Pittsburg.
The O. D. data and the land use information derived from these
studies were both used in this study as were the Hutchinson data. The
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land use groupings used in Pittsburg were as follows:
Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Public and semi-public
Streets - alleys and railroads
Agriculture and vacant
These values were listed in 1000 's of square feet.
Preparation of Data
With both cities, the data from the origin-destination survey-
had been placed on machine punch cards for the transportation studies
conducted on both cities. The truck trip cards, designated Card 4,
contained the following information: the sample number which was
in fact the license plate number of the truck, the truck capacity, the
industry and business in which the truck was used, the vehicle type,
the total trips in the area for that day and the number of the trip, the
zones of origin and destination, the land uses of the origin and desti-
nation, and the trip expansion factor. The required tabulations or sum-
mations of data were then conducted by machine processing these data
cards.
Classification of Trips by Vehicle Type
With the gravity model studies conducted on passenger cars, the
trips are generally grouped according to the trip purpose ( l) . However,
with the truck trips no distinction of trip purpose was made. Originally,
it was felt that some grouping of trips would be necessary in order to
adequately reproduce the truck trip distribution. The logical choices
available were to group by vehicle type or by the industry in which the
11
truck was used. Since the grouping by industry with its ten classes
gave extremely small numbers of trips from some zones, the group-
ing by vehicle type was chosen.
Initially, the grouping by trucks was set up for three vehicle
classes, those being: pickups, panels and other small trucks in the
first class, the medium trucks in the second class, and the heavy trucks
including tractor-trailers in the third class. This presented the problem
of small magnitudes of trips from many of the zones so the classification
was finally limited to two groups. The first group included pickups,
panels and other small trucks normally classified as vehicle type two
by the Planning Department of the Kansas Highway Commission. The
second group was composed of all other trucks not included in the
preceding description.
By grouping the trips in the manner previously discussed, there
was no need to link trips as is sometimes desirable with passenger
cars (l). The vehicle type is a constant characteristic, thus elimi-
nating the need for linking.
Data Preparation for Development of Estimating Equations
The information on zonal characteristics had been assimilated
and compiled for the transportation studies previously conducted in the
two cities, (l, 2). Those factors which were believed to affect the
production and attraction of truck trips in a zone were tabulated. This
included data on the areas of various land uses in each zone, the popu-
lation per zone, the number of jobs in each zone, the number of regis-
tered cars per zone, the number of dwelling units found in each zone,
and the total area of the zone. This information had been gathered
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for each of the 8 3 zones in Hutchinson, but was only available on the
basis of 33 zones in Pittsburg. These 33 zones were subdivided to
give 82 sub- zones for the traffic analysis in the Pittsburg transporta-
tion study. Tabulations of the zonal characteristics for Hutchinson
and Pittsburg are given in Tables 1 through 4.
The land use study in Hutchinson utilized 10 major land use
categories as previously listed on page 9 . These were given in
1000's of square feet. Early in the research it was decided to combine
related land use groups and use these combined groups in the develop-
ment of the estimating equations. This consolidation of groups was
made to ease the problems associated with predicting future land use
configurations. The land use classes as finally combined were:
Residential
Industrial
Commercial and Public
Open Space
Streets and Alleys
The residential land use group was transferred to the new classi-
fication without change. However, the new industrial land use class was
formed by combining the manufacturing, transportation and construction
land use groups since these groups tend to have similar characteristics
concerning truck trips. Retail trade; Wholesale and Warehousing;
Personal, Business, Repair Services and Office; Government and Utility;
and Recreation and Institution were also grouped under one class: Com-
mercial and Public Use. This grouping encompasses a variety of land
use types, however, the truck trip characteristics exhibited by this class
are expected to be relatively consistent. The Open Space Group
TABLE 1
HUTCHINSON
ZONAL CHARACTERISTICS
13
Dwelling Area/DU
Zone Total Persona Units Total Cars Total Jobs (Sq. Ft.)
12 341 293 156 5,000 2,300
13 143 66 36 614 6,110
H 1,695 754 588 361 5,402
15 975 337 224 32 8,601
16 1,343 434 374 197 8,602
17 398 164 72 169 8,710
18 1,410 541 325 615 6,403
19 • 1,398 464 457 175 7,797
20 — — — 72
—
21 _
—
— — 9 "
22 MMM ___ — 3
23 26 15 15 226 6,140
24 864 270 347 21 11,301
25 ... -. — 171 12,500
26 ___ ... ___ — 12,500
27 134 40 60 19 16,380
28 114 25 35 4 15,450
29 10 5 5 4 12,500
30 — _
—
— 45 —
31 ___ —
. 90 —
32 174 55 70 73 11,150
33 1,080 298 358 56 13,799
34 15 5 5 127 12,500
35 61 35 15 130 23,350
36 81 41 41 15 2,610
37 — 5 —
___
——
—
38 .I... ___ »' 5 —
39 132 41 56 12 22,280
40 36 10 10 184 12,500
41 ___ _ —._ 3
—
42 234 81 . 132 11 34,560
43 36 15 10 4 12,500
44 41 10 15 4 12,500
45 178 46 66 6 14,950
46 20 5 15 ——
—
12,500
47 ___ ___ __..
— —
48 30 5 5 — 12,500
49 — — —
—
'
50 144 117 58 1,150 1,630
51 3,573 1,472 1,236 766 1,126
52 112 32 21 100 7,850
53 2,319 966 778 437 5,799
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)
HUTCHINSON
ZONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Dwelling Area/DU
Zone Total Persons Units Total Cars Total Jobs (Sq. Ft.)
54 1*01 133 138 __ 12,460
55 70 32 48 146 17,410
56 324 94 125 153 16,460
57 840 313 349 99 13,601
58 l,4l4 534 567 65 10,002
59 1,576 603 551 166 5,701
60 2,387 861 1,021 190 1,311
61 986 357 402 251 7,799
62 ' 1,524 413 454 61 10,302
63 3,470 1,163 1,151 513 2,969
61+ 1,781 574 575 155 1,775
65 265 90 96 604 7,500
66 ___ ___ ___ 809 ___
67 243 64 79 50 ' 29,130
68 -__ ___ ___ 85 ___
69 — ..__ — 62 ___
70 -_- ... __
_
— —
_
71 621 171 203 17 37,620
72 258 91 111 69 13,500
73 — 234 ___
74 1,890 655 855 123 1,835
75 2,157 698 854 163 1,153
76 869 258 400 78 15,298
77 1,471 495 676 76 5,188
78 102 31 87 13 36,970
79 92 31 61 18 26,670
80 19 5 5 3 12,500
81 38 14
, 19 11 12,500
82 ... _._ 1 __»
83 46 10 10 7 12,500
84 256 67 87 7 18,880
85 200 46 82 84 32,790
86 ___ -__ -
—
19 ___
87 188 55 89 59 20,710
88 31 5 10 12,500
89 30 10 15 1 12,500
90 — --- — ___
91 ... — ... 2 ___
92 94 25 30 9 12,500
93 35 5 10 6 12,500
91* 69 15 15 15 12,500
15
-t rABLE 2
HUTCHINSON
LAND USE AREA BY ZONE
(In 1000 's of Square Feet)
Commercial & Open
Total Area
(including Streets
Zone Residential Industrial Public Space And Alleys)
12 602 1,461 3,919 86 8,706
13 367 730 610 166 2,962
l4 4,380 483 550 57 7,973
15 3,690 534 433 1,220 8,126
16 4,526 2,506 270 34 10,012
17 1,531 3,185 545 938 7,779
18 3,158 1,269 595 120 7,423
19 4,331 910 461 7,975
20 570 3,963 5,001
21 667 1,985 700 3,647
22 138 13,734 1,525 15,733
23 573 4,138 50 14 5,119
24 3,338 4,300 215 1,963 10,829
25 4,682 1,787 5,126 12,120
26 752 20,762 318 22,500
27 655 45 915 25,580 27,878
28 340 480 26,615 28,080
29 27,248 27,878
30 17 520 4lO 1,839 3,281
31 14 556 557 1,656 3,224
32 1,032 92 1,778
33 6,079 6 405 2,879 13,327
3k 112 253 30 600
35 472 82 400 174 1,980
36 107 480 346 5,953 7,123
37 77 5,001 5,298
38 255 531 3,860 4,870
39 1,340 252 128 9,155 11,449
ko 80 8,410 10,646 19,395
kl 2 31 17,609 17,968
42 3,456 960 42 12,696 18,032
k3 32,312 32,946
44 168 370 10 29,148 30,455
45 4,882 51 8,512 14,606
k6 36 1,508 90 37,775 39,717
kl 23,756 24,117
43 54l 33,837 35,192
k9 27,248 27,878
50 150 104 1,052 1,949
51 - 7,883 175 1,166 13,484
52 632 596 1,349 265 3,307
53 6,546 203 1,105 110 11,403
16
TABLE 2 (Cont.)
Total Area
Commercial & Open (including Streets
Zone Residential Industrial Public Space And Alleys)
54 10,682 894 619 15,459 28,592
55 892 187 1,191 87 • 2,682
56 6,245 1,105 878 1,213 9,989
57 8,509 54 109 4,050 14,590
58 5,010 78 656 7,818
59 3,339 585 6,018
60 6,312 1,142 10,398
6l 2,916 7 8,561 525 13,600
62 7,841 115 69O 2,652 13,777
63 8,693 1,320 1,488 42 16,292
64 8,270 2,339 2,667 649 17,837
65 k,k£2 11,275 696 12 21,436
66 4,994 3,271 8,453
67 2,023 194 90 44,064 46,976
68 43,654 1,966 15 46,331
69 3,915 2 7,794 8,983
70 2 11,305 11,530
71 5,937 184 18,946 26,579
72 6,068 94 483 11,294 19,594
73 8 6,615 7,182
74 6,670 15 507 10,023
75 9,606 789 14,272 28,392
76 4,606 912 267 7,295
77 9,856 986 84 13,370
78 1,220 193 87 18,489 20,453
79 7,465 190 75 19,475 27,878
80 2,180 25,216 27,878
81 2,303 25 24,554 28,015
82 11,397 11,7H
83 174 20,341 20,909
8k 3,379 125 235 22,691 27,878
85 1,869 4,879 6,218 13,905
86 630 2,118 10,452 13,973
87 1,512 667 351 18,567 22,213
88 4,739 22,745 27,878
89 280 20,343 21,005
90 60 1,394 25,948 27,878
91 135 26,137 26,910
92 1,381 60 24,845 27,515
93 90 242 19,867 20,596
94 345 2,347 2,007 17,432 22,883
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TABLE 3
i PITTSBURG
ZONAL CHARACTERISTICS
Zone Total Persons
Dwelling
Units Total Cars Total Jobs
Area/DU
(Sq. Ft.)
50' 393 272 145 2,095 1,409
60 1,060 380 320 230 5,454
61 647 280 242 65 5,475
62 429 172 204 305 5,926
63 992 387 415 125 8,615
64 148 57 50 275 7,886
65 1,100 387 424 95 7,141
66 231 100 101 320 5,645
67 980 344 321 20 9,087
68 1,783 674 667 100 8,628
69 888 308 301 20 7,390
70 956 388 355 45 7,041
71 1,309 438 523 55 9,750
72 1,002 373 391 80 7,097
73 289 136 130 560 3,161
74 814 308 288 20 6,644
75 238 65 65 560 3,806
76 851 315 296 15 11,151
77 948 344 468 80 14,182
78 720 215 300 80 9,713
79 1,878 781 744 470 2,033
80 1,304 444 560 30 8,168
81 415 145 179 325 21,948
90 555 165 196 10 14,097
91 77 25 34 5 10,768
92 67 25 39 15 13,660
93 55
94 212 64 92 140 16,028
95 24 5 8
' 10 23,080
96 16 8 12 18,838
97 29 13 8 13,369
98 1,396 492 548 120 17,705
99 725 259 226 75 13,880
•
I
V
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TABLE L,
PITTSBURG
t LAND USE AREA BY ZONE
(In 1000' s of Square Feet)
Total Area
Commercial & Open (including Streets
Zone Residential Industrial Public Space And Alleys) .
50 383 153 1,648 230 3,833
60 2,073 531 319 53 5,314
61 1,533 • 514 28 2,788
62 1,019 249 45 23 2,265
63 3,334 155 930 620 7,754
64 1+50 4,795 225 824 7,492
65 2,763 779 53 5,314
66 565 565 247 74l 3,528
67 3,126 1,427 6,795
68 5,815 349 1,745 11,630
69 2,276 91 3,004 2,276 9,104
70 2,732 167 725 5,576
71 4,271 75 525 824 7,492
72 2,61+7 45 224 90 4,487
73 1+30 143 594 82 2,047
74 2,046 114 190 114 3,790
75 247 7,794 1,113 12,371
76 3,513 98 3,025 9,757
77 4,879 26l 1,481 8,712
78 2,088 44 133 711 4,443
79 1,588 6,351 953 10,585
80 3,626 2,254 1,372 9,801
81 3,183 1,224 18,850 24,481
90 2,326 43,730 46,522
91 269 26,651 26,920
92 342 1,708 31,761 34,151
93 581 291 27,602 29,055
& 1,026 342 342 31,801 34,195
95 115 11,313 11,543
96 151 7,310 7,492
97 174 17,033 17,380
98 8,711 792 25,737 39,596
99 3,595 2,054 39,545 51,357
19
remained as the Open Space class without any addition. The Street
and Alley group also formed a class.
In Pittsburg, the land use groups were also consolidated to fit
this general classification. This was accomplished by combining into
the Commercial and Public Use class the Commercial and Public and
Semi-Public groups since the remainder of the land use grouping already
compiled with this classification.
Development of Estimating Equation
The development of estimating equations in most gravity model
studies for passenger cars has been divided into two phases, those for
productions and those for attractions. An examination of the produc-
tions and attractions for each zone indicated that for truck trips the
number of productions and attractions for any zone were nearly always
of the same magnitude.
An examination of the nature of truck trips within a city indicates
that this is reasonable. A truck naturally begins its circuit in the zone
in which it was housed the previous night. This zone would tally one
origin, or production. The first delivery or stop would constitute the
destination, or attraction, for this first trip, giving the zone in which
this occurred a tally of one destination. With the truck's departure
from this initial stop, the second zone tallies one origin. Thus for each
delivery or stop, the zone in which it occurs tallies one destination and
one origin. After completing the required business for the day, the
truck would return to the zone in which it was housed balancing the pre-
viously tallied origin with one destination. The origins and destinations
20
would not balance if the truck terminated its day in a zone in which
it was not housed the previous night. This partially explains the
slight variations found in the productions and attractions as deter-
mined from the O. D. data.
Since the study was concerned with internal truck trips, those
having one trip end outside the cordon line were not considered. Some
of the variation between productions and attractions in any given zone
can also be accounted for by those trucks housed inside the study area
which enter the area from outside. If the truck enters the study to
make a stop in Zone A and then departs without making another stop
within the study area or remains in this location in Zone A, the trips
would not be considered. But, if the truck leaves Zone A and stops
in Zone B before leaving the study area, one origin would be tallied
in Zone A and one destination in Zone B contributing to the discrep-
ancies found between the productions and attractions. See Table 5.
Because of this relation of productions and attractions with truck
trips, only one set of estimating equations was developed for productions
and attractions. The set consisted of three groups of estimating equations
based on the productions and attractions for all trucks combined, for
small trucks, and for medium and large trucks as previously defined.
The variables used in the development of these equations were
factors which were felt to have some possible relation to the truck trip
production and attraction. Further, consideration was given to the ease
with which these factors could be predicted in the future. The dependent
variables were trips produced, or attracted, per zone.
21
TABLE 5
0-D PRODUCTIONS AND ATTRACTIONS
FOR ALL TRUCKS
HUTCHINSON , PITTSBURG
Zone Prod. Attr. Zone Prod. Attr. Zone Prod. Attr. Zone Prod. Attr.
12 2,082 2,066 56 66 66 500 716 710 772 50 50
13 471 477 57 104 93 501 310 310 780 125 119
H 186 186 58 . 159 159 502 195 198 781 60 66
15 99 99 59 110 104 600 168 162 790 23 26
16 137 142 60 356 356 601 274 277 791
——
—
__
_
17 60 55 61 121 126 610 142 145 792
—— 3
18 334 334 62 132 132 620 92 92 793 13 13
19 329 334 63 592 603 630 145 142 794 76 76
20 93 93 64 296 290 631 116 112 795 109 106
21 11 16 65 312 312 632 26 30 800 125 125
22 ___ ___ 66 164 164 640 53 50 801 7 3
23 137 142 67 77 77 641 7 7 802 7 7
24 99 93 68 77 82 650 73 63 803 135 142
25 44 44 69 44 44 651 66 66 804 53 53
26 70 5 11 660 63 59 805 26 26
27 38 38 71 71 71 661 201 201 810 191 195
28 5 16 72 82 82 670 26 26 811
— —
29 am u 73 121 126 671 69 73 900 43 46
30 5 5 74 307 296 672 43 43 901 30 30
31 88 88 75 247 252 680 238 234 910
— ""——
32 99 99 76 153 148 681 119 106 911 3 3
33 93 93 77 197 203 682 33 33 920 10 10
34 44 44 78 5 5 690 7 7 921
—— „—
35 137 132 79 5 5 691 — — 930 3 3
36 5 5 80 5 5 692 73 76 931 69 69
37 5 5 81 5 5 693 76 76 932
— —
—
38 82 — — 700 113 119 940 33 26
39 27 22 83 — — 701 69 69 941 26 23
40 38 33 84 71 71 710 79 83 950 99 99
41 16 22 85 44 44 711 116 116 960 10 10
42 49 49 86 5 5 720 152 152 970 7 7
43 87 33 33 721 53 56 980 26 23
44 ___ _
—
88 22 22 730 294 294 981 198 201
45 55 55 89 11 11 731 139 135 990 33 40
46 11 11 90 — — 740 73 76 991 63 56
47 16 16 91 — — 741 96 92 992 10 10
48 — — 92 44 49 750 142 142 993 40 43
49 — — 93 5 — 751 149 152 994 135 135
50 592 592 94 11 11 760 53 53
51 1,019 1,008 95 — — 761 36 40
52 77 82 96 — — 762 30 30
53 690 707 763 86 86
54 93 82 770 129 132
55 132 126 771 125 132
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The procedure followed in obtaining the equations ultimately-
selected as "best" was to include all the variables in the early-
equations in various forms; then by examining the R and loss in
sums of squares for deleting variables in the equations, the signi-
ficance of various variables was estimated. The coefficient of deter-
mination, R2 , is indicative of the amount of variability explained by
the equation. The loss in sum of squares for a deleted variable
measures the relative significance of each of the terms in the esti-
mating equation. After the more useful variables were found, these
were combined in equations in the forms of cross products, ratios,
or other relationships along with the pure variables in an attempt to
further improve the coefficient of determination, and thereby the
estimating power of the equations. Analysis of these equations was
made on the basis of the loss in sums of squares for deleting a vari-
able as previously described.
From the very outset of this phase of the study, the number of
jobs in each zone was found to be a good indicator of productions and
attractions. It was further found to be a good indicator when combined
with other variables in cross-products, notably population per zone,
dwelling units per zone and cars per zone. Along with the variables
already mentioned, the areas of various land uses in each zone and the
area of the zone were used in a variety of forms. The land use classi-
fication of the five general classes described earlier was the basis for
the division of land use as employed for the estimating equation develop-
ment. The results obtained using this combined classification were
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better than the original groupings used in the transportation studies.
Improved estimating power was noticed with the equations using the
ratios of the various land use classes to the total area of the zone.
A factor designed to indicate the amount of development in
each zone provided some improvement in the R2 for the equations.
The relation used to determine the factor was:
Total area - area of streets, alleys and open space
Development factor = ——
—
Total area - area of streets and alleys
Another factor was considered which was also intended to deter-
mine the amount of development in a zone. This factor was based on
the ratio of the net area of zone, i. e. , the total area minus the area
of streets and alleys, to the area of open space.
Gravity Model Application Using Actual Productions and Attractions
The procedure followed in calibrating a gravity model requires
the development of the travel time factors mentioned on Page 6 of this
report. This is achieved by varying the travel time factors until the
travel time frequency distribution given by the O. D. data is reproduced
within the desired limits. The travel time factors are expected to
reflect the effect of variations in trip travel time versus trip frequency
for trips made in the area. The travel times were determined by add-
ing the terminal time for the zone on each end of the trip to the minimum
driving time between those zones as found in the "time trees". "Time
trees" are the tabulation of the minimum zone- to- zone driving times
as determined in the traffic assignment process.
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The travel time for intrazonal trips was taken, as 1. minute
plus twice the terminal times. The "time trees" do not provide
driving time for trips with both ends within the zone. Analysis of
this topic was made in reference ( l) which indicated 1. minute to
be a reasonable intrazonal driving time in Hutchinson. After a simi-
lar analysis, 1. minute terminal times were found to be reasonable
for Pittsburg also. The zonal trip productions and attractions were
known for each zone. For the cities studied, the zone-to-zone adjust-
ment factors, K. . , were taken as 1.0 for all zones. The deter-
mination of the travel time factors, knowing the truck trip distribu-
tion, requires a trial and error solution which was expedited with
the use of a computer program.
The development of the travel time factors was accomplished by
first assuming a set of factors and then determining the truck trip
distribution by the gravity model formula. The travel time frequency
distribution for the truck trip configuration was then found by accumu-
lating the number of trip interchanges within each one minute incre-
ment of travel time and expressing them as a percentage of the total
trips. This was compared with the travel time frequency distribution
obtained from the O. D. data. Three comparisons were made in test-
ing the accuracy of the frequency distribution. The first comparison
made was an examination of graphs of the travel time frequency dis-
tributions. The graph of the travel time frequency distribution for the
computed trip configuration must approximate that of the O. D. data.
Secondly, the average travel time for the computed data should be
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within ± 5 per cent of the O. D. data (3). The third comparison was
the degree of agreement of the total truck minutes of travel between
the two sets of data, which should also be within ±5 per cent to be
satisfactory. The total truck minutes were found by multiplying the
number of truck trips, in each 1 -minute travel time increment, by
the travel time.
If the gravity model results did not satisfy the above compari-
sons, the travel time factors were adjusted. This adjustment was
made for each of the travel time factors by multiplying the travel time
factor by the ratio of the percentage of trips in the increment for the
O.D. data to the percentage of trips from the computed trip configuration.
The Computer Section of the Kansas Highway Commission modi-
fied the existing computer program (l, 2) to determine the travel time
frequency based on total travel time, including terminal times in origin
and destination zones, rather than only travel time between zones. A
new computer program was written which performed the entire develop-
ment of travel time factors. The input for this program was the
"time trees", the zonal productions, the zonal attractions, the terminal
times, the initial travel time factors, the travel time frequency dis-
tribution for the O. D. data, the average O. D. travel time and the total
truck minutes of travel from the survey data. The adjustment of the
travel time factors was made within the computer, allowing the user
to continue these adjustments until the travel time frequency distribu-
tion was within the specified limits. When the comparisons were satis-
factory, the travel time factors were plotted on a graph and a smooth
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curve was drawn through the points. This set of travel time factors
was fed back into the computer, and final zone-to-zone movements
were computed. Four or five passes were normally required to
satisfactorily reproduce the O. D. travel time frequency distribution.
The gravity model was applied to two sets of data. The first
was based on the two classifications of vehicle type: pickups, panels,
and small trucks in one group and all other trucks in the other. With
the second, all truck trips were considered as one group. The first
set of the small truck data gave satisfactory results, however, the data
for the large trucks did not give results which were entirely satisfactory.
The major reasons for this were felt to be the small numbers of trips
made from some zones with a number of zones showing no truck trips
at all for large trucks. The results obtained when all trucks were
considered in one group were within the desired limits.
A number of gravity model applications were conducted with
different terminal times. The terminal times considered were as
follows:
1. 3. 0, 2. 5, 2. and 1. 5 minutes in CBD zones,
zones adjacent to the CBD, other zones which
were highly developed, and the zones which
were undeveloped, respectively,. The CBD
zones in Hutchinson were numbers 12, 13
and 50. In Pittsburg they were 500, 501 and 502.
2. 3. 0, 2. 0, 1. 0, and 0. minutes applied in the
same manner as given above.
3. 1. minutes in all zones.
4. No terminal times.
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Gravity Model Application Using Estimated Productions and Attractions
After the validity of applying the mathematical gravity model to
trucks had been verified using the actual trip productions and attrac-
tions as determined from the O. D. data, the gravity model was then
applied using estimated productions and attractions.
The input parameters of trip productions and attractions were
determined from the best estimating equations developed. Travel time
factors previously developed in this study were used and the results
were within the limits. Comparisons with the O. D. results were made
as described in the previous section of this report.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The development of the estimating equations by the multiple
regression analysis provided a method for estimating the trip produc-
tions and attractions for each zone. Those factors found to contribute
substantially to the estimation of truck trip productions and attractions
were included in the regression equations.
The truck trip distribution for the O. D. data was first reproduced
using the trip productions and attractions determined from the O. D.
survey data. Travel time factors were developed which when plotted
versus travel time gave a smooth curve for both Hutchinson and Pitts-
burg. The use of O. D. productions and attractions served to prove the
validity of the mathematical gravity model when applied to truck trips.
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The gravity model was also applied using the trip productions
and attractions for each zone as determined by the multiple regression
equations. This was done to ascertain the ability of the gravity model
to estimate the truck trip distribution. The use of ( l) the trip pro-
ductions and attractions as estimated from the regression equations
and (Z) the travel time factors developed when the gravity model was
"calibrated" on the O. D. data, is the procedure one would follow to
predict truck trips. However, to facilitate the testing of results,
estimated current trip productions and attractions were used and the
checks were made against current O. D. data.
Estimates of Trip Production and Attraction
The estimating equations which were developed from the appli-
cation of the multiple regression technique are listed in Table 6.
Estimating equations were developed for all trucks combined, small
trucks designated as vehicle Type 2, and medium and large trucks
designated as vehicle Type 3 for this section of the study.
One important test of the estimating power exhibited by the
estimating equation was R 2 , the coefficient of multiple determination.
This is the square of the correlation coefficient, R. The coefficient
of multiple determination, R2 , measures the goodness or fit of the
regression. It is a measure of the amount of variability explained by
the regression equation. Although the R 2 values for the estimating
equations were large, the magnitudes of the total sums of squares were
also large. Consequently, a substantial amount of variability was noted
in the results. The R2 values are tabulated in Table 7.
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TABLE 7
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION AND DETERMINATION
FROM REGRESSION ANALYSES
Equation Coefficient of
Correlation, R
Coefficient of
2
Determination, R
1 .982 .965
2 .982 .965
3 .969 • 939
k . .982 .96h
5 .986 • 972
6 .975 .950
7 .9^8 .898
8 .933 .871
9 .897 .805
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A second test was made on the results of the Regression Analysis
using "Student's t statistic" (l3). The differences between the estimated
and observed information were the sample data on which this phase of
the analysis was based. A 90 per cent confidence interval for the dif-
ference between the means for each equation was developed from the follow
ing expression:
d-t 05D>F
.
s/Vrr< u D < d + t>05jD _ F> s/nTn
where,
[j,
= the true value of the difference between observed
and estimated trip productions
"d = the mean difference between paired values of
observed and estimated trip productions
t nc. n t = the appropriate tabled value from the t dis-
•
05
'
D> F ' tribution for a probability of 0. 10 and N-
1
degrees of freedom.
S = the standard deviation for the differences be-
tween observed and estimated trip productions
N = the number of observations.
This confidence interval is shown in Table 8.
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The confidence interval was examined as a test of signifance
for the hypothesis that the population mean difference was zero,
u = 0. If zero was included within the interval, the differences
were not significant. In all equations the hypothesis that u n = was
accepted since zero was within the 90 per cent confidence interval.
Therefore, it may be stated that the estimated trip productions are not
significantly different from the observed trip productions when tested
at the 90 per cent confidence level.
Figures 3 through II show plots of the trip productions from the
O.D. survey data versus trip productions estimated from regression
equations. Tables 9 and 10 list the O. D. data and the estimated pro-
ductions and attractions for all trucks in Hutchinson and Pittsburg,
respectively. The figures demonstrate graphically the ability of the
regression equations to accurately reproduce the observed trip produc-
tions. The points will closely approximate a "45 line" for those equa-
tions with higher estimating power since points on this "line" will have
the same value for estimated trips as for the observed O. D. trips.
The band shown in these figures indicates the maximum survey error
which may be expected 95 per cent of the time, based on the size of the
sample used in the O. D. survey. This expected survey error was
determined from research by Sosslau and Brokke (l5). This relation
was developed to provide a means to estimate the error one could expect
with a given sample size and trip volume for O. D. surveys.
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FIGURE 3
COMPARISON OF PRODUCTIONS-ATTRACTIONS
Equation No. 1
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FIGURE k
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FIGURE 5
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FIGURE 6
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FIGURE 7
COMPARISON 0? PRODUCTIONS-ATTRACTIONS
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FIGURE 9
COMPARISON OP PRODUCTIONS -ATTRACTIONS
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FIGURE 10
COMPARISON OF PRODUCTIONS-ATTRACTIONS
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FIGURE 11
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TABLE 9
HUTCHINSON
COMPARISON OF PRODUCTIONS AND ATTRACTIONS FROM O.D.
; 'V
WITH ESTIMATED VALUES FOR ALL TRUCKS
Dist. Zone
O.D.
Est. Dist. Zone
O.D •
Est.Production Attraction Production Attraction
1 12 2082 2066 2074 8 15 99 99 84
13 471 477 313 16 137 142 190
50 592 592 519 20 93 93 78
:Sub -Tot. 3145 . 3135 2906 21
22
11 16 24
24
2 61 121 126 147 26 - - 27
62 132 132 158 27 38 38 28
70 5 11 - 28 5 16 18
Jub-Tot 258 269 305 47
Sub -Tot
16
399
16
420
5
478
3 14 186
'
186 328
3ub-Tot 186 186 328 9 30
31
5 '
88
5
88
32
50
if 23 137 142 116 32 99 99 120
24 99 93 93 33 93 93 148
64 296 290 230 34 44 44 82
3ub-Tot. 532 525 439 35
36
137
5
132
5
25
34
5 48 _ - 10 37 5 5 13
49 - - 8 38 - - 3
68 77 , 82 57 39 27 22 22
88 22 22 13 40 38 33 85
89' 11 11 8 41 16 22 5
90 _ - 7 42 ^9 49 44
91 _ - 8 43 - • 5
92 44 ^9 20 44 - - 14 .
93 5 - 12 45 55 55 35
94 11 11 20 46 11 11 12
3ub-Tot. 170 175 163 Sub-Tot 672 663 729
6 59 110 104 252 10 17 60 55 81
60 356 356' 363 18 • 334 334 368
73 121 126 144 52 77 82 71
74 307 296 269 54 93 82 22
Jub-Tot. 894 882 1028 55
56
132
66 .
126
66
93
91
7 76 153 148 144 78 5 5 43
77 197 203 189 Sub -Tot 767 750 769
81 5 5 19
82 - - 2 11 53 691 707 503
83 _ - 9 Sub -Tot 691 707 503
!>ub-Tot. 355 356 363
-•
•
-
TABLE 9 (Continued)
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O.D. O.E .
+> Qi -P 0)
•H O
ft tS3 Production Attraction Est.
•H O
ft co Production Attraction Est.
12 71 71 71 53 15 65 312 312 257
72 82 82 57 66 16k 16k 3^3
81+ 71 71 32 67 77 77 38
85 1+1+ 1+1+ 75 69 kk • 1+1+ 1+0
86 5 5 22 Sub -Tot. 61+1 &a 77^
87 33 33 5^
Sub -Tot 306 306 293 16 75 2I+7 252 2l+3
79 5 5 33
13 19 329 33^ 206 80 5 5 8
63 592 603 625 Sub -Tot. 257 262 281+
Sub -Tot 921 937 831
17 57 1<A 93 100
ll+ 51 1019 1008 1030 58 159 159 202
Sub -Tot 1019 1008 1030 Sub -Tot 263 252 302
15 25 1* kk 87
29 9 Total 111+76 nhjk 11525
.
TABLE 10
PITTSBURG
COMPARISON OF PRODUCTIONS AND ATTRACTIONS FROM O.D.
WITH ESTIMATED VALUES FOR ALL TRUCKS
50
O.D. O.D •
!
w C
•H O Production Attraction Est.
-p m
•H O Production Attraction Est.
o eg « eg
1 500 716 710 717 5 932 - - -
501 310 310 311 Sub -Tot 838 844 853
502 195 198 195
Sub -Tot 1221 1218 1223 6 620 92 92 85
720 152 152 158
2 600 168 162 152 721 53 56 55
6oi 27^ 277 248 Sub -Tot 297 300 298
Sub -Tot 442
.
^39 400
7 701 69 69 101
'
3 730 294 294 278 710 79 83 86
731 139 135 131 711 116 116 125
740 73 76 73 770 129 132 94
751 Iks 152 165 771 125 132 92
Sab -Tot 655 657 647 772 50 50 36
930 3 3 2
4 632 26 30 26 941 26 23 51
74l 96 92 97 Sub -Tot 597 608 587
750 1U2 ite 157
760 53 53 50 8 610 142 145 i4o
761 36 4o 34 661 201
• 201 225
762 30 30 28 693 76 76 69
763 86 86 80 Sub -Tot 419 422 434
910 - - 11
911 3 3 15 9 690 7 7 6
Sub -Tot 472 476 498 691 - - 3
692 73 76 66
5 780 125 119 124 700 113 119 164
781 60 66 59
j
940 33 26 63
790 23 26 24 950 99 99 19
791 - - 3 Sub -Tot 325 327 321
792 - 3 3
793 13 13 13 Ilo 650 73 63 108
794 76 76 77 651 66 66 98
795 109 106 111 660 63 59 72
800 125 125 122 680 238 234 208
801 7 3 6 681 119 106 104
802 7 7 6 682 33 33 30
803 135 ite. 131 810 191 195 165
804 53 53 51 811 - - -
805 26 26 26 960 10 10 27
920 10 10 34 Sub -Tot 793 766 812
921 - - 24
931 69 69 39 -•
TABLE 10 (Continued)
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• O.D. 0.1).
•P 0) -P 0)
•rl OP IS) Production Attraction Est.
•H OP N Production Attraction Est.
11 630 145 ite ite 12 98O 26 23 33
631 116 112 113 981 198 201 251
6to 53 50 31 990 33 ko 23
6kl 7 7 - 991 63 56 k3
670 26 26 29 992 10 10 7
671 69 73 77 993 ko ^3 27
672 k3 43 47 99^ 135 135 9h
900 h3 k6~ ^9 Sub -Tot 505 508 478
901 30 30 33
970 7 7 17 TOTAL 7103 7101 7089
Sub-Tot 539 536 538
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Estimating equations yielding values which fall within these bands
are considered to give results as "good" as the original data. Since it
was seen by inspection that an extremely high percentage of the points
are included within these bands, the accuracy of estimation by the
regression equations relative to the quality of the information obtained
from O. D. surveys was felt to be good. It should be noted here that
the population of zonal trip productions and attractions being estimated
by the regression equations was the population derived by expanding the
O. D. information and not the actual population which the O. D. survey
data estimates.
The trip productions estimated from regression equations were
divided into increments of 50 to 100 and the standard deviations for each
of these increments was computed. These values were used to compute
the standard error of the means for each cell as follows:
S
Standard Error for Means, S— = ^
where,
S = standard deviation for individual observations,
x
N = number of observations for the mean.
The standard error for means, S_ , was used to compute x ± S—
confidence intervals for the trip productions estimated by regression
equations. These confidence intervals are shown as bars, for each
cell, in Figs. 3 through 11.
The relatively narrow confidence intervals, and the overlapping
of the 45 line by many of the confidence intervals, indicates the power -
of the regression equations for estimating the zonal productions and
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attractions to be very good. Beyond the range where the confidence
intervals were computed the location of the plotted points may be com-
pared with the expected survey error, up to 700 trips per zone, to get
an indication of the estimating power of the regression equations.
The factors included in the regression equations are listed at
the end of Table 6 on pages 29 and 30. Of these factors the jobs per
zone parameter proved to be consistently the best indicator both in
its pure form and in combination with other factors. The land use
factors in combination with the zonal area also were good indicators
of the trips produced or attracted per zone. The conclusions on the
relative merits of the various variables was made by comparing the
relative magnitudes of the loss in sums of squares for deleting the
variable. The values for the loss in sums of squares for deleting
variables are listed for all equations in Table 11.
Gravity Model Analysis - O. D. Productions and Attractions
The gravity model was applied using various terminal times as
listed previously. In comparing the travel time frequency information
and the screen lines, the 1.0 minute terminal times for all zones pro-
vided the best results. It was also found that combining all trucks into
a single group afforded the best reproduction of the O. D. information.
Separate travel time factors were developed for the Pittsburg and
Hutchinson data using the 1.0 minute terminal times and the grouping
of all trucks.
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The first test of the results was an examination of the travel
time frequency information. Figures 12 and 13 display the graphs
for the travel time frequency versus percentage of total trips for both
Pittsburg and Hutchinson using the gravity model and indicate the
excellent reproducibility of the O. D. survey data by the gravity model.
Further, the comparisons of total truck minutes and average travel
times indicate that the results are within the required ±5 per cent as
can be seen in Table 12. The approximation of the O. D. travel time
frequency distribution by the gravity model was felt to be extremely
good. The proximity of the plots in Figs. 12 and 13 and the percentages
of error for the comparisons in Table 12 bears this out.
Table 12. Comparisons of average travel time and total truck time.
Average travel
time in minutes
Total truck
time in minutes
O. D.
Survey
Gravity! %
Model Error
O.D.
Survey
Gravity
Model Error
Hutchinson - All Trucks
1. min. terminal times 6. 8 6. 9 1.5
Pittsburg - All Trucks
1. min. terminal times 5.1 5.0 2.
77,760 79,032 1.6
35,820 35,571 0.7
The screenlines comparison was made on seven separate screenlines
for each of the cities. Figures 1 and 2 show the locations of these screen-
lines on maps of Hutchinson and Pittsburg. The Hutchinson screenlines
were the same used in the gravity model research on passenger cars
conducted earlier ( l) . The Pittsburg screenlines were selected divid-
ing the area approximately in half, separating the north, east, south
and west quadrants of the city from the remainder of the city, encircling
FIGURE 12
COMPARISON OF TRAVEL TIME FREQUENCY - O-D VS. MODEL
Hutchinson Data - All Trucks - O-D Productions and Attractions
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FIGURE 13
COMPARISON OF TRAVEL TIME FREQUENCY - O-D VS. MODEL
Pittsburg Data - All Trucks - O-D Productions and Attractions
Complete O-D Distribution
Model Distribution
Average Travel Time
Truck Minutes
O-D
5.1
35,820.0
Model
5.0
35,571.1
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Travel Time (Min.)
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the CBD, and separating the Frontenac area from the rest of Pittsburg.
The screenlines comparison indicated that the truck trip con-
figuration as given by the gravity model was a good reproduction of
O. D. truck trip distribution. Although the percentage of error in
Table 13 was high for some screenlines, the magnitude of the differences
between the O. D. and the computed volumes was not large. Standards
for the accuracy of screenlines as set forth by the Bureau of Public
Roads (16) for traffic studies specify accuracy of ±15 per cent. The
comparisons shown in Table 13 meet this for all screenlines with two
exceptions. The slight deviation from the standard and the magnitude
of the volumes make these acceptable also.
Table 13. Comparisons of O. D. and gravity model volumes
crossing screenlines.
Screen-
line
Hutchinson
O.D.
Crossing
Volume
G. M.
Crossing
Volume
%
Error
Pittsburg
O.D.
Crossing
Volume
G. M.
Crossing
Volume Error
1 4, 406 4, 558 3.4
2 3,425 3,435 0. 3
3 3,467 3, 615 1. 3
4 2,915 2,969 1.9
5 4, 000 3, 859 3. 5
6 1,085 1,087 0. 2
7 1,913 2, 248 17. 5
2, 185 2, 269 5. 3
2,591 2, 563 1. 1
1,515 1, 778 17.4
1, 142 1, 290 13.
1, 317 1,430 8. 6
2, 105 2, 052 2. 5
419 457 9. 1
A third test consisted of the analysis of district to district movements
comparing the gravity model and O. D. data. Tables 14 and 15 list the
districts and the zones included in each for Hutchinson and Pittsburg,
respectively. An examination of the results of this analysis, Tables 16
and 17, shows that in the majority of the volume groups the magnitudes
District
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
U
15
16
17
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TABLE U
HUTCHINSON
DISTRICT AND ZONE TABULATION
FOR DISTRICT TO DISTRICT ANALYSIS
Zone
12, 13, 50
61, 62, 70
H
23, 24, 64
48, 49, 68, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94
59, 60, 73, 74
76, 77, 81, 82, 83
15, 16, 20, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 47
30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
46
17, 18, 52, 54, 55, 56, 78
53
71, 72, 84, 85, 86, 87
19, 63
51
25, 29, 65, 66, 67, 69
75, 79, 80
57, 58
' i "v '•".-:
61
TABLE 15
PITTSBURG
DISTRICT AND ZONE TABULATION
FOR DISTRICT TO DISTRICT ANALYSIS
District Zone
1 500, 501, 502
2 600, 601
3 730,731, 740, 751
4 632, 741, 750, 760, 761, 762, 763, 910, 911
5 780, 781, 790, 791, 792, 793, 794, 795, 800, 801, 802, 803,
804, 805, 920, 921, 931, 932
66 620, 720, 721
7 701, 710, 711, 770, 771, 772, 930, 941
8 610, 661, 693
9 690, 691, 692, 700, 940, 950
10 650, 651, 660, 680, 681, 682, 810, -811, 960
11 630, 631, 640, 641, 670, 671, 672, 900, 901, 970
12 980, 981, 990, 991, 992, 993, 994
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TABLE 16
ANALYSIS OF DISTRICT TO DISTRICT MOVEMENTS
HUTCHINSON - ALL TRUCKS
0-D PRODUCTIONS AND ATTRACTIONS
Volume
Group
TIH*^n
Total Trips Average Trips
—
i
Errorrxeq.
0-D Model 0-D Model
+20.8o- 99 122 3,842 4,642 .31 38
100- 199 21 2,817 2,563 134 122 - 9-0
200- 299 3 664 457 221 152 -31.2
300- 399 2 717 776 359 388 + 8.2
400- 499 3 1,365 1,165 455 388 -14.6
\
500- 599 - - - h - V
600- 699 1 624 608 - 624 608 - 2.6
700- 799 - - - - - -
800- 899 m • - •» - -
900- 999 m - • «• -
1000- 1499 1 1,136 1,215 1,136 1,215 + 7.0
1500- 1999 - - - - - -
2000- 2999 - - - - - -
3000- 3999 - - - -
*
-
4000- 4999 - - - m m -
5000- 5999 m - - - - -
6000- 6999 '- - - - -
7000- 7999 - - - — - -
8000- 8999 - - - i - -
9000- 9999 - - - — - -
IOOOO-999999 - - .- - - -
TOTAL 11,165 11,426 . \
-
-
-
-
.
•
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TABLE 17
ANALYSIS OF DISTRICT TO DISTRICT MOVEMENTS
PITTSBURG - ALL TRUCKS
O-D PRODUCTIONS AND ATTRACTIONS
Volume
Group
Freq.
0-
100-
200-
300-
1*00-
500-
600-
700-
800-
900-
1000-
1500-
2000-
3000-
1*000-
5000-
6ooo-
7000-
8000-
9C0O-
10000-
99
199
299
399
1*99
599
699
799
899
999
11*99
1999
2999
3999
1*999
5999
6999
7999
8999
9999
99999
TOTAL
58
13
5
2
Total Trips
O-D
2,9^3
1,895
1,176
750
6,761+
Model
3,538
1,5^9
1,169
788
7,01*1+
Average Trips
O-D Model
51 61
ll*6 119
235 231*
375 39^
Error
+20.2
-18.3
- 0.6
+ 5.1
\
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of the percentage of error were not large with a few exceptions. The
percentage of error for the 0-99 group was not felt to be excessive as
slight variations in magnitude can cause large percentages of error for
this group. The frequency of district to district movements was small
for the 200-299 volume so the large error was considered to be non-
representative and therefore not important in evaluating the ability of
the gravity model to distribute trips accurately. The remainder of
these movements were reproduced with acceptable accuracy applying
the standard of ±15 per cent error specified for screenlines. Even
though one other group was not within these limits, it was felt to be
acceptable.
Another important point shown by Tables 16 and 17 was the balance
of the signs in the percentage of error columns. These would indicate
that the errors were due to both under and over estimation affording the
possibility of compensating errors in estimating the overall trip dis-
tribution.
The results were not entirely satisfactory in all the tests, however
those inconsistencies shown by the comparisons were not large. It is
reasonable to assume the small magnitudes of some parameters found
from the survey contributed to some of the variation since some zones
had such little truck activity.
The travel time factors, F.., developed using O. D. data zonal trip
productions and attractions are listed in Table 18 and given as compara-
tive plots for the study cities in Figure 14.
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TABLE 13
TRAVEL TIME FACTORS - ALL TRUCKS
DEVELOPED USING O.D. PRODUCTIONS & ATTRACTIONS
TRAVEL
TIME HUTCHINSON PITTSBURG
1
2
3
k
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
11*
15
16
1.22 2.5^
O.96 1.22
Q.jk 0.70
0.52 o.k6
0.36 0.31
0.29 0.23
0.27 0.17
0.26 0.13
0.25 0.11
0.2^ 0.10
0.23 0.09
0.22 0.08
0.21
0.20
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Gravity Model Analysis - Estimated Productions and Attractions
The gravity model was applied for the estimated productions and
attractions using the 1.0 minute terminal times, all trucks, and the
travel time factors found in the runs on the O. D. data. This combi-
nation of estimated productions and attractions and the travel time
factors from O. D. data as input parameters for the gravity model sim-
ulates the manner in which trip distributions would be estimated for
the future. The ability to use the travel time factors developed from
the application of the gravity model using O. D. data is extremely im-
portant for the utility of this method for the estimation of truck trips.
Comparison of the travel time frequency distribution with the
O.D. travel time is shown in Figs. 15 and 16. The approximation
obtained with this estimated data as shown by the plots for both cities
was satisfactory. The other tests of adequacy of reproduction, average
travel time and total vehicle minutes, were also within the desired
limits of ±5 per cent. Table 19 gives these comparisons. An exami-
nation of the figures and the comparisons in Table 19 will show that the
approximation of the O. D. travel time frequency by the gravity model
was extremely good even when using estimated zonal trip productions
and attractions.
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FIGURE 15
COMPARISON OF TRAVEL TIME FREQUENCY - O-D VS. MODEL
Hutchinson - All Trucks - Estimated Productions and Attractions
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Model Distribution
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7.0
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FIGURE 16
COMPARISON OF TRAVEL TIME FREQUENCY - O-D VS. MODEL
Pittsburg - All Trucks - Estimated Productions and Attractions
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Table 19. Comparisons of average travel time and total truck time.
Average travel
time in minutes
Total truck
time in minutes
O.D.
Survey
Gravity
Model
%
Error
O.D.
Survey
Gravity
Model
7o
Error
Hutchinson
Pittsburg
6.8 7.0 2.9
5. 1 5. 2.
77, 760
35, 820
81,253 4.5
35,043 2.2
The screenline comparisons are shown in Table 20. These results
were also satisfactory, even though the percentage of error was sub-
stantial in some cases, the magnitude of the difference was reasonable.
The results from the screenlines were of about the same accuracy as
with the O. D. data for productions and attractions. Only two screenlines
were in error by more than 15 per cent, and these were not excessive.
Table 20. Comparisons of O. D. and gravity model volumes
crossing screenlines.
Screen-
line
O.D.
Crossing
Volume
G. M.
Crossing
Volume
%
Error
O.D.
Crossing
Volume
G. M.
Crossing
Volume
%
Error
1 4,406 4, 545 3. 1 2, 185 2, 301 5. 3
2 3, 425 3,439 0.4 2, 591 2, 611 0.8
3 3, 567 3, 738 4. 8 1,515 1, 748 15.4
4 2,915 3, 123 7. 1 1, 142 1,243 8. 8
5 4, 000 3, 683 7.9 1, 317 1, 355 2.9
6 1,085 1, 245 14. 7 2, 105 2, 028 3. 7
7 1,913 2, 240 17. 1 419 429 2.4
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The analysis of district to district movements is shown in
Tables 21 and 22. The results from this comparison are similar to
those for the O. D. survey data. The percentages of error were
acceptable with two exceptions, the 0-99 and the 400-499 volume groups
in Table 21. The percentage of error in the 0-99 group would not be
troublesome. The 400-499 group had a significant percentage of error
but only includes 3 district to district movements, and the error in
estimate amounts to 397 trips.
The results from the gravity model application using the esti-
mated zonal trip productions and attractions were acceptable and,
with a few exceptions, accurate enough for use in future prediction
of the truck trip distribution. However, two observations should be
made at this time which have a bearing on this. The first is that the
accuracy of the prediction of truck trips depends largely on the pre-
diction of the future zonal trip productions and attractions which in turn
depends on the prediction of the future zonal characteristics. Therefor
the future truck trip distribution prediction will be only as good as the
prediction of the zonal characteristics. The second is that presently
no information is available on the behavior of the travel time factors,
F , after the passage of time. At present we must assume these
i-j
factors remain constant.
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TABLE 21
ANALYSIS OF DISTRICT TO DISTRICT MOVEMENTS
HUTCHINSON - ALL TRUCKS
ESTIMATED PRODUCTIONS & ATTRACTIONS
Volume
Group Freq . .
Total Trips Average Trips i
Error
0-D Model 0-D Model
0- 99 122 3,842 4,906 31 4o +27.7
100- 199 21 2,817 2,519 134 120 -14.2
200- 299 3 664 568 221 189 -14.5
300- 399 2 717 776 359 388 + 8.2
lioo- if99 3 1,365 968 455 323 -29.1
\
500- 599 - - - » » -
v.
600- 699 1 624 575 . 624 575 " 7.9
700- 799 - .- - - - -
800- 899 - - — - - -
900- 999 M - i - -
1000- 1499 1 1,136 1,053 1,136 • 1,053 - 7.3
1500- 1999 - - - m - -
2000- 2999 - •- M - - m
3000- 3999 - - - M -
4ooo- 4999 - - - - m - •
5000- 5999 - - - - —
6000- 6999 - - - H - -
7000- 7999 - - - -. - -
8000- 8999 - - - m -
9000- 9999 - - - m - -
IOOOO-999999 - - - - -
TOTAL 11,165 11,365
#
.
.
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TABLE 22
ANALYSIS OF DISTRICT TO DISTRICT MOVEMENTS
PITTSBURG - ALL TRUCKS
• ESTIMATED PRODUCTIONS & ATTRACTIONS
Total Trips Average Trips
i
Error
Volume
Group
Freq.
•
0-33 Model 0-D Model
0- 99 58 2,9^3 3,1+09 51 59 +15.8
100- 199 13 1,895 1,57** 11+6 121 -I6.9
200- 299 5 1,176 1,131 235 226 - 3.8
300- 399 2 750 790 375 395 + 5.3
1+00- 1+99 - - - - -
\
500- 599 - - - ™ » -
"^
600- 699 - - - mt
'
-
-
700- 799 - - - - -
800- 899 - - - « - -
900- 999 - - - - - -
1000- 1U99 - -. -
>
- -
1500- 1999 - - — — - -
2000- 2999 - p - w -
3000- 3999 - - m -, - - .
1+000-. 1+999 - - - a - -
5000- 5999 - - - - -
6000- 6999 - - - - - T
7000- 7999 - - - - - -
8000- 8999 - - — m m -
9000- 9999 - - *m m - -
10000-999999 - - - — - -
TOTAL 6,76k 6,90l+
•
•
/
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions resulted from this study:
O. D. Survey Data:
1. The truck trip productions and attractions for each zone were
found to be essentially equal from the O. D. survey data.
Multiple Regression Analysis:
2. The zonal trip productions and attractions were estimated
with acceptable accuracy by the regression equations for use
as input for the gravity model.
3. The regression equations, as developed, are expected to
satisfactorily estimate future zonal truck trip productions
and attractions.
4. The jobs per zone parameter was an extremely good indicator
of the trip productions and attractions in the regression esti-
mating equations, singly and in combination with other terms.
5. The ratios of the various general land use areas to the total
zonal area were good indicators of trip productions and attrac-
tions in the regression equations.
Gravity Model Distribution using O. D. Productions and Attractions:
6. The O. D. survey truck trip distribution was adequately repro-
duced by the mathematical gravity model when O. D. survey
data were used to determine the productions and attractions.
7. Although truck grouping by vehicle type provided satisfactory
results, the results obtained using all trucks in one group were
better.
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8. As one would expect, terminal times did not have a large
influence on truck trips. However, the results obtained
with 1. minute terminal times for all zones were slightly-
better than other terminal times tested.
9. The travel time factors for the gravity model for Pittsburg
varied from those for Hutchinson, with the same vehicle
type grouping, terminal times, and source of productions
and attractions.
10. The assumption that all zone-to- zone adjustment factors,
K were 1. for the gravity model apparently was valid,
i-j's'
Gravity Model Distribution using Productions and Attractions
Estimated by Regression Equations:
11. The O. D. survey truck trip distribution was adequately
reproduced for planning purposes using estimated pro-
ductions and attractions from regression equations indica-
ting the validity of using the gravity model for the pre-
diction of future truck trip distributions.
12. The travel time factors developed with the O. D. trip pro-
ductions and attractions required no adjustment to meet
the required standards when the estimated productions and
attractions were used as inputs to the gravity model.
13. Full O. D. survey samples for trucks will be required until
another suitable method can be devised to determine the
travel time frequency distribution.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Further research is needed to determine reliable relationships
between travel time and travel time factors. Plots made on logar-
ithmic and semi-logarithmic graph paper during the course of research
indicated that a straight line does not adequately demonstrate the
relationship between these two parameters. Other unknown related
factors or effects which are not accounted for elsewhere tended to
influence the relation, giving other than straight line plots.
Further examination of the relationship between zonal character-
istics and truck trip production and attraction for other cities in an
attempt to determine standard relationships would be also of value.
A real need exists to take information from a comprehensive
O. D. survey and a land use survey from the past, and apply the gravity
model to these data predicting the expected trip distribution for the
present in that same city. The results from the gravity model could then
be compared with the existing trip distribution as determined by a cur-
rent O. D. survey. The validity of assumptions which now must be ac-
cepted could then be tested.
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The purpose of this reseat* h was tc develop a mathematical
mode] (the gravity model] that wouW distribute internal commercial
vehicle trips among the various zones in a city in accordance with ex-
isting distributions as measurer] by origin- destination (O. D. ) studies.
Once this accord was established the use of the gravity model as a
tool for the distribution of future truck trips was investigated.
The data were obtained from the origin-destination surveys and
land use studies of two small Kansas cities, Hutchinson and Pittsburg.
The studies were conducted in 1959 and l96l, respectively, for the
cities mentioned. The trucks were grouped into light, medium and
heavy classifications.
In order to carry ou the objectives of the research, the study
was divided into three phases. These were:
1. The development of equations to estimate the
zonal trip pr ns and i ttractions from zone
characteristics using the multiple regression
analysis technique.
2. The use of th< O. D. / trip productions and
attractions to test the adequacy of the gravity
model lo reproduce hue truck trip distribution.
3. The use of th -ip productions and attractions esti-
mated by the regression equations, and of the travel
:.; le factors developed in the previous gravity model
application., to test the adequacy of the gravity model
to estimate futur< bruck trip distributions.
In the final analysis, it was found that the inclusion of all
trucks in one group gave the best results with the applications of
the gravity model and afforded satisfactory results in the develop-
ment of the estimating equations obtained from multiple regression
analysis.
The regression estimating equations for all trucks in both
Hutchinson and Pittsburg had a coefficient of determination of 0. 965
indicating that 96. 5 per cent of the observed relationship, between
truck trip production and the kinds of variables investigated in this
study, was accounted for by the variables contained in the regression
equations. The variable, jobs per zone, tended to be the best
indicator of zonal trip productions and attractions.
The gravity model application using the O. D. survey data trip
productions and attractions, and the application using estimated trip
productions and attractions, obtained from multiple regression analy-
sis, both gave satisfactory results. However, to obtain agreement
between actual and estimated trip distributions, it was necessary to
use different travel time factors for Pittsburg than those for Hutchinson.
The final conclusions were that the gravity model could be applied to
the distribution of internal truck trips and that future internal truck
trip distributions could be estimated using the currently-accepted
assumption that the travel time factors would remain constant over the
period of time from the date of plan development to the date selected
as the design year.
